
The Crown Herd's House
In the effort to understand the movements of my Crown family, I came upon a new understanding.  The
discovery is trivial, but the detail is, I think, worth noting.  Here is the trail leading to my updated 
perspective.

• I noticed that ancestry had come up with a record for Richard Crown Sr. from "Ireland, Tithe 
Applotment Books, 1805-1927"  This record would be the earliest we have of Richard Sr., in 
1834 in Pollboy!  I am familiar with those tithe applotment records but when I went to find this 
original, it wasn't there.  Finally I noticed the ancestry transcription says "Richd" so that is key 
when searching, but still I couldn't find it.  Finally I just searched for all "Richd" in parish 
Cloonlogher, and voila there was "Richd Brown" -- no wonder I couldn't find the original.  Ugh 
- such a good example of how you can still lose records if they are not transcribed correctly.  In 
any case, the original is downloaded and now attached to Richard Crown Sr. in my tree. 

• But that is not the real discovery!  The 1834 tithe record shows Richard Sr. was in Pollboy on 
23 acres there.  Then in the 1857 Griffith's Valuation (GV), a Richard Crown appears in both 
Pollboy and Morerah?  In Pollboy, he is listed on the same 23 acres as in 1834 and with the 
same neighbors (btw Eams is the family that married into the Lurganboy branch).  But in 
Morerah, he is one of 8 tenants sharing 240+ acres!  If you look at the map, that was a big area, 
including the town of Morerah.  So what's up in 1857 ?  Was it the same Richard Crown in both 
places or two different guys?  (Richard Sr.'s son Richard wasn't old enough at time of GV).

• Now we get to the AHA.  Finallyfinallyfinally, I noticed in the Morerah GV, Richard Crowne 
(curious, spelled with ending "e" here), under Description of Tenement, it says "Herd's House 
and land".  Here are links about Herd's House: 

• http://www.billmacafee.com/valuationrecords/griffithval1860.pdf

• https://www.irish-genealogy-toolkit.com/Richard-Griffiths.html

• from this book: 

Basically, this means that our Richard Sr. was not living in Morerah in 1857 and his main residence 
was in Pollboy where he had paid tithes in 1834.  Apparently he was only grazing some animals in 
Morerah, so it would seem!
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